warehousingsolutions
1. Trakline™ PLUS

11. Dok-Lok® Vehicle Restraint

19. TP II Series Dock Seal

The simple, low maintenance, high speed design for large
openings up to 400 sq. ft.

Helps prevent all types of trailer separation using a unique
rotating hook design, such as aggressive early departure,
trailer creep and dock walk, as well as trailer tipover from
landing gear collapse or trailer up-ending.

Constructed with durable foam side pads that cushion an
incoming truck while providing the tightest seal
possible between the truck and the loading dock.
Standard Firefighter protection in header
prevents burning from
trailer marker lights.

2. Steel-Rite™ II Sectional Door
Simple, straightforward, impactable design that helps
reduce maintenance costs and downtime from
sectional door damage.

3. Dock Levelers
Designed for easy servicing and built to handle your most
demanding dock operations. All models offer exceptional
durability, reliability and the lowest lifetime ownership costs.

4. G-Flex™ Universal Door
This modular dock door withstands most inadvertent fork
truck impacts. Its flexible design allows for
ventilation panels and/or Day-Lite translucent
slats for natural light.

5. Eliminator-GapMaster™ II Soft-Sided
Dock Shelter
The industry’s only full access dock shelter that also
provides high sealing efficiency and can save hundreds of
dollars per year per dock position by preventing
energy loss through exposed trailer door hinge gaps.

12. RainGuard™ Header Seal
Exclusive weighted seal uses gravity to divert rain and
melting snow off sides of trailer, keeping water out of the
dock area.

13. ComboShelter™ II Dock Shelter
Fully impactable dock shelter stands up to the unique
challenges of docks that serve a variety of trailer traffic
including trailers with liftgates and other rear extensions.

14. Global Wheel-Lok™ Vehicle Restraint
Secures trailers without ICC bars by engaging the trailer’s
rear tire with one 20” barrier to provide safe
engagement of virtually all trailer types.

20. Safe-T-Strut™ Support System
Unique through-the-lip design keeps strut in place to
prevent the collapse of dock levelers
during maintenance.

21. VBR-500 Dok-Lok® Vehicle Restraint
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Recessed vertical barrier stores beneath the dock leveler
pit, providing a “clean” dock face and the flexibility to
service a wide variety of trailers, including
specially trailers and trailers
with liftgates.
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15. Survivor™ Impactable Dock Shelter
Affordable alternative to rigid shelters.
Durable poly side frames can take
a hit from off-center trailers without
suffering costly damage.
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6. STR4000 Dok-Lok® Vehicle Restraint
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The industry’s only rotating hook restraint that stabilizes the
truck trailer, which helps prevent catastrophic and
chronic accidents and provides a smooth
transition between the loading
dock floor and trailer
bed.
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7. PitMaster™
Under-Leveler Seal
The industry’s first and only
seal to complete the job of the
dock seal or shelter by simply and
effectively sealing the 4th side of the dock
opening, beneath and around the dock leveler.

8. Insulator™ Dock Sealing System with
Firefighter™ Head Pad
Provides extended life and highest performance, without the
need for wear pleats. Includes the exclusive heat-dissipating
Firefighter header seal to protect against burning from the
heat of trailer marker lights.

9. Dok-Guardian™ Heavy-Duty Safety Barrier
This simple, easy-to-use barrier helps prevent fork trucks,
pallet jacks, and pedestrians from falling off the
loading dock.

10. DokSaver™ Dock Bumper
Backed by a 10 year warranty, its revolutionary design
protects your dock equipment and building wall by
distributing trailer impacts over its entire back plate.
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16. BugShield™ Screen Door
Screen mesh design blocks the infiltration of pests
into a facility. Available in either a roll-up model,
or a convenient sliding model
for larger openings

17. Thinman™ Truck Leveler
Eliminates pit wall and bumper obstructions to
efficiently access below-dock loads.
Global Wheel-Lok Restraint
comes standard.

18. Shelter Hoods
Available in fabric or metal, hoods are designed to
prevent damage to dock seals caused by ice
and snow build-up
or heavy rain.

25. Caljan Conveyors

28. Barrier® Infitting Cold Storage Door

32. RHV Vertical Dock Leveler

Choose from several new heavy-duty or light-duty products
to help separate and protect distinct areas of
your facility.

Telescopic belt and roller conveyors can be used to
load/unload parcels, packages, boxes or any other form of
loose-loaded cargo.

Insulated fiberglass personnel door assures environmental
separation. Ideal for interior or exterior applications.

Vertical design offers maximum environmental and security
control and a smooth transition between the warehouse
floor and the trailer bed.

23. FasTrax™ High Performance Door

26. DuctSox® Fabric Air Dispersion System

22. Barrier Systems

Designed around a single operational platform,
these doors can match virtually any high cycle
interior exterior, high-wind, cooler or
freezer application.

Fabric design is used to distribute and
disperse air in open ceiling architecture and
are a cost effective and aesthetically attractive
alternative to metal ductwork.

24. Revolution™ HV/LS Fans

27. Barrier Glider Cold Storage Door

This industrial ceiling fan makes employees
more comfortable and productive, while
driving down your energy costs.

Innovative design combines fast operation
and a superior seal with multiple panel
choices to fit your specific application requirements.

29. Safe-T-Sprint Power Door
Fast-acting bi-roll door opens horizontally to provide
immediate vision and material access.

30. FasTrox™ FR Cold Storage Door
Combining the Thermal-Air™ System with the InsulMax R-4
insulated curtain provides an innovative, energy-efficient
freezer door.

31. Barrier® Vertical Lift Cold Storage Door
Seamless fiberglass panels are 4” or 6” thick for superior
insulation and are designed to help maintain temperatures,
reduce energy costs and ensure food safety.

33. TS-2000 Trailer Stand
Designed to help prevent landing gear collapse and trailer
up-ending by providing secure support when
placed under the nose of a trailer.

34. Racking Solutions

